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Libero down-alternative pillows and comforters are handcrafted using a fine fiber that imitates the loft of down, in addition to  
softness and warmth. Thinner and stronger than silk, this hypoallergenic down-free fill adapts to body temperature ensuring a  
wonderful night of sleep and offering an unrivaled alternative to down.

Our Montreux pillows and comforters are designed to foster an outstanding sleep experience. Using a minimum of 80 percent 
duck down, Montreux is made from some of the best quality down available worldwide, selected from the finest farms in 
France. Montreux delivers remarkable all-night comfort. 

Deluxe goose down from Poland’s finest farms fills our luxuriant Valletto pillows and comforters. Handcrafted with a minimum 
of 85 percent down, our Valletto line delivers excellent loft and warmth for building an elegant bed.

Our sublime Chalet comforter is filled with premium goose down sourced from the finest farms in Poland to provide the 
ultimate in loft, warmth, and comfort. Made with a minimum of 95 percent goose down, Chalet gracefully raises the bar for 
phenomenal sleep. 

Edelweiss, our most extraordinary offering, is filled with a minimum of 95 percent eiderdown, which is revered for its lightness 
and superior insulation qualities. Eiderdown clusters are larger and finer than any other type of down, yet so delicate that they 
will not poke through silk. Luxuriously warm and soft, eiderdown provides exceptional insulation, but doesn’t trap heat, thus 
offering maximum breathability and comfort. This exquisite material continually adjusts to your body temperature throughout 
the night, providing an unparalleled sleep experience.

HYPOALLERGENIC POLYESTER FILL •  100% COTTON PERCALE SHELL

600 FILL POWER EUROPEAN DUCK DOWN •  100% COTTON PERCALE SHELL

650 FILL POWER EUROPEAN GOOSE DOWN •  100% COTTON SATEEN SHELL

800 FILL POWER EUROPEAN GOOSE DOWN •  100% SWISS COTTON BATISTE SHELL

EIDERDOWN •  100% COTTON BATISTE OR 100% SILK SHELL

Our down is handcrafted in Liechtenstein after having been meticulously selected from Europe’s finest farms and purified with 
Alpine water. We offer pillows and comforters in a variety of firmnesses and weights to match any sleep style; all comforters  

are available in custom sizes. Our down alternative features a luxe synthetic fill that provides the softness, warmth,  
and comfort of traditional down.

Down Pillows & Comforters


